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ABSTRACT
Due to the small wavelengths at millimetre wave frequencies,
antenna arrays with dozens of elements fit easily even in hand-held
devices. As RF chains are power hungry and costly, all-digital approaches are impractical and analogue-digital co-designs are likely
to come. Common for all approaches is a dimensional reduction of
the large MIMO channel. This study compares Antenna Selection
(AS) and Hybrid Precoding (HP). In HP systems, channels are estimated employing a set of hybrid codebooks exploiting all antennas.
For AS we propose a bistatic MIMO radar method to estimate the
channel even with a reduced number of antennas, identical to the
number of RF chains.
Index Terms— mmWave Channel Estimation, 5G, MIMO
radar, Bistatic Radar, Antenna Selection, Achievable Rate
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Importance and Prior Work
Next generation mobile communications will possibly employ the
underutilized spectrum in the MilliMetre Wave (MMW) band. The
authors of [1] predict a further evolution of existing LTE-Advanced
systems in parallel to the development of new radio-access technologies [2–5], also operating at millimetre wave frequencies. The challenging propagation condition, due to higher diffraction and penetration losses, must be countered via beamforming [6].
Initial beamforming architectures will be less complex and the
all-digital approach employed in the low GHz regime will likely
not be applied at MMW frequencies because of high costs and high
power consumptions of the numerous RF chains [7]. To enable spatial multiplexing much research focused on Hybrid Precoding (HP),
where part of the beamforming is performed by analogue phase
shifters [8–11].
The origins of HP can be traced back to [12] and the Antenna
Selection (AS) papers [13, 14]. The authors of [13] proposed to embed an analogue FFT prior to the RF chains, for spatially correlated
channels. MMW channels are commonly modelled with limited,
dominant scattering objects, constructing distinct propagation paths
from transmit (TX) to receive (RX) site. This assumption and the
mostly employed λ2 spaced antenna arrays lead to spatially correlated channels, justifying the interest in HP.
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Although, research on HP produced quite promising results,
some limitations are commonly not taken into account. HP architectures need typically more power than AS schemes, as analysed
in [15, 16]. The phase shift networks (PSNs) employed with HP
have much higher insertion loss than switches [17], which can add
6 dB compared to switches when applied on both sites. Furthermore,
high resolution analogue phase shifters (4-5 bits) are currently state
of research [18–21].
1.2. Contributions
This paper shows the performance loss of HP caused by limited PSN
resolution and the additional insertion loss of the analogue PSN. The
substantial drop of the achievable rates of HP is mainly caused by
a decreased Channel Estimation (CE) performance. A new CE approach based on bistatic MIMO radar [22–24] is proposed. Orthogonal waveforms at the transmitter enable good estimation of the commonly used geometric channel model [25] already with fairly few
antennas. The thereby obtained channel estimate renders AS possible, since only a limited number of receiver chains / antennas are
available in AS schemes. Our proposed MIMO radar CE method
applying AS [26, 27] is then compared to HP.
1.3. Outline and Notation
Section 2 reviews HP, especially the assumed channel model and
its estimation. Section 3 reviews AS and shows that estimating an
underlying sparse multipath channel can be considered as bistatic
MIMO radar problem. In Section 4 we compare both approaches in
terms of spectral efficiency before we conclude in Section 5.
Throughout the paper matrices are denoted by bold upper-case
letters such as Y and vectors by bold lower-case letters such as y.
The superscripts (·)∗ , (·)T and (·)H express conjugate complex,
transposition and conjugate transposition, respectively. The Kronecker product is denoted by ⊗. Whenever we write a bold faced
uppercase letter after introducing its lowercase version we implicitly
assume that we stack in time, e.g., Y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . ].
2. HYBRID PRECODING
2.1. HP System Model
Measurement campaigns conducted at MMW bands [28–31] support
the idea of a sparse multipath channel [25], i.e.,
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Fig. 2: A Bistatic MIMO radar scenario with two scattering objects.
where Nt , Nr are the number of transmit and receive antennas,
ρ is the average path loss, P is the number of paths with respective gains αp . The number of MultiPath Components (MPC)
P ≪ min(Nr , Nt ) is assumed to be rather low for MMW channels [29]. The ideal steering vectors of a Uniform Linear Array
(ULA) ar (φr,p ) ∈ CNr , at (φt,p ) ∈ CNt belong to the transmitter’s
Angle-of-Departure (AOD) φt,p and the receiver’s Angle-of-Arrival
(AOA) φr,p , respectively1 .
HP employs digital baseband precoders F BB , W BB operating
on a reduced size channel matrix of size CLr ×Lt , where the sizereduction was carried out by an analogue PSN F RF , W RF , cf., Fig
1. Such an approach is generally suboptimal in terms of spectral efficiency as fewer spatial streams can be supported. Under the assumption of the sparse multipath channel in Eq. (1) the full-size channel
exhibits already a low rank structure and size-reduction may come
without significant spectral efficiency loss.
2.2. Channel Estimation with PSN
Channel estimation with PSNs [9] is performed by applying consecutive transmit precoders f i = F RF f i,BB , i = 1, . . . , Mt for each
of the fixed receive precoders wj = W RF wj,BB , j = 1, . . . , Mr .
Overall M = Mt Mr measurement steps are needed. Assuming all
training symbols equal and of power σs2 and stacking all f , w, the
receive matrix can be written as
Y = σs W H HF + N ,

(2)

Mt ×Mr

with N ∈ C
denoting temporally and spatially white, circularly symmetric Gaussian noise of variance σn2 . The vectorized
estimation problem can be solved by a discretization in the angular
domain
P

X
vec(Y ) = σs F T ⊗ W H
αp ar (φr,p ) ⊗ a∗t (φt,p ) + n

are readily applicable [32]. In our simulations we included the algorithm proposed in [9], which relies on a smart multi-stage code-book
design for F and W for fast CE.
3. ANTENNA SELECTION
3.1. AS System Model
AS tries to optimally select the best set of Lt transmit and Lr receive
antennas to maximize the systems capacity [26]. This
 Nnon-convex

r
t
problem implicates an exhaustive search among N
possible
Lt
Lr
subsets. The authors of [26] propose to decouple the joint search and
to apply the fast subset selection algorithm from [27] at the transmitter and receiver individually2 .
For the purpose of channel estimation we do not change the selected antennas adaptively and select Lt and Lr consecutive antenna
elements at TX and RX to apply the channel estimation algorithm
described in Section 3.23 .
3.2. Channel Estimation by Bistatic MIMO Radar Algorithms
In contrast to phased-array radar, MIMO radar [33] transmits different probing signals on its antennas. The number of targets identifiable by MIMO radars scales linearly with the number of transmit
antennas [34]. The covariance matrix of the probing signal is subject to design and can be used to maximize power around expected
target positions [35]. In our contribution we do not use this feature;
the signal’s covariance matrix always equals identity and is never
adapted.
The receive signal at time k of a bistatic MIMO radar [22–24],
as depicted in Fig. 2, with Lt transmit and Lr receive antennas can
be described via
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where αp is the radar cross section of the pth target. The transmit
vector s(k) = (s1 (k), . . . , sLt (k))T consists of time orthogonal
sequences sp (k). Note, that the steering vectors are of reduced dimension now (a′t ∈ CLt , a′r ∈ CLr ), resembling a sub-ULA. By

this work, we consider only 1D arrays without the elevation domain.

2 We selected the transmit subset first as [26] has shown that the order of
subset selection plays a minor role.
3 Changing the antenna subset, used for channel estimation, over time
might yield some gains. We do not consider this within this contribution.

Discretizing the angular domain with MD samples, i.e., enlarging
to
A to AD with steering vectors for φ = 0, M2πD , . . . , (MDM−1)2π
D
solve for a path gain vector z ∈ CMD , yields a measurement matrix
2
Φ of size Mt Mr × MD
. For sufficient measurements M = Mt Mr
and suitable angular sampling compressive sensing (CS) methods
1 In

r(k) =

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter
Nt
Nr
PSN bits
K=M
TX-RX dist.
σs2
Channel BW

Value
64
16
4-6
108
50 m
37 dBm
100 MHz

Parameter
Lt
Lr
MD
PSN add. insertion loss
Pathloss exponent
Carrier frequency
Noise figure

Value
16
8
192
3 dB
3
28 GHz
0 dB

assuming the target constant across time and matched filtering with
S after K ≥ Nt time steps we arrive at
!
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Fig. 3: AOA / AOD for bistatic MIMO radar CE.

(6)

αp a′r (φr,p ) ⊗ a′t (φt,p ) + vec(N ′ ) = A′ α + n′ .

p=1

(7)
Based on Equation (7), subspace methods such as MUSIC and ESPRIT, or computationally more complex methods such as ML and
CS can be applied; in this contribution we use 2D-MUSIC and its
solution is given by


"
" ′
′
(φ̂t , φ̂r ) = argmax a′r (φr )⊗a′t (φt ) E n E H
n ar (φr )⊗at (φt ) ,
φt ,φr

(8)
where E n contains Lt Lr − P eigenvectors that span the noise subspace. We apply the computationally efficient 2D-MUSIC algorithm
introduced in [23], which exploits the Kronecker structure in Eq. (8).

Fig. 4: AOA / AOD for exhaustive beam search with 6 bit PSN.

4. SIMULATIONS
The simulation set-up is based on that of [9]. The key features are
summarized in Table 1. A very early work [28] determined the multipath components of measured 40 GHz indoor channels. Those vary
depending on the type of antennas and obstructions used. LOS channels with horn antennas where found to have a low number of multipath components (MPCs) and are modelled with thre MPCs. Obstructed NLOS channels are modelled with six MPCs.
The Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) is given as ratio of the average receive power (without beamforming) and the noise floor at
room temperature. To focus on the effect of erroneous HP or AS, the
channel was first estimated by the corresponding method at roughly
-10 dB SNR and thereof the optimal HP and AS parameters are deduced. Those are applied on the perfectly known channel (as generated) and spectral efficiency is calculated there from. The work
of [36] has already shown that erroneous selection of antenna elements do not lead to large performance drops, unless the channel
estimation error remains small.
For Figs. 3-6 we fix three scattering objects and show a scatterplot of the AOA / AOD estimate for 10 different noise realisations. The virtual channel [37] is put under the scatterplot to visually
inspect the CE performance. The CE performance drop of beamsearching algorithms is studied applying the opportunistic case of
exhaustive beam search, i.e., applying the narrowest possible beamformer to all directions4 .
4 We show the opportunistic case to exclude the algorithm of [9] as major
error source.

Fig. 5: AOA / AOD for exhaustive beam search with 5 bit PSN.

Fig. 6: AOA / AOD for exhaustive beam search with 5 bit PSN including additional insertion loss.
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Fig. 7: Spectral efficiency of HP for various PSN resolutions and AS for a channel with three and six multipath components ignoring and
including additional insertion loss of the PSN.

As exhaustive beam search demands a very long channel coherence time, we use the orders of magnitude faster adaptive multi-stage
codebook search of [9] to compare achievable rates5 . Simulations
show that the influence of the PSN resolution depends on the number of MPCs in the channel. For a very low number of MPCs, which
might be the case for LOS channels, the effect becomes visual for
a resolution of ≤ 4 bits, cf., Fig. 7 (a) for results still ignoring additional insertion loss. Surprisingly, the performance of the fast antenna selection scheme together with bistatic MIMO radar channel
estimation performs already quite close to HP. Figure 7 (b) reveals a
performance gap for channels featuring more MPCs; the gap is particularly increasing for higher PSN resolution. Insertion loss favours
the AS approach as the impact on HP is quite severe, cf. Figs 7 (c)
and 7 (d). The curves for HP are not only shifted by 6 dB, they also
5 The

increased speed comes again at performance expense.

flat out due to a poorer channel estimation.
5. CONCLUSION
We have shown a new approach for channel estimation of sparse
multipath channels, which are reported for millimetre wave wireless
communications [29]. This new approach is well suited for antenna
selection architectures.
A comparison with hybrid precoding based schemes based on
channel estimation with analogue/digital co-designed codebooks
was conducted. Antenna selection architectures can perform close
to hybrid precoding schemes and might be especially useful for
hand-held devices, due to their simpler RF and the reduced power
consumption of switches compared to analogue phase shifters.
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